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Protecting workers in fissured workplaces - wfiere ttiere is increasingly the possibility that more than one employer is benefiting from their
work - has been a major focus for the Wage and Hour Division in recent years. The Wage and Hour Division has always examined
employment relationships during its investigations into possible wage and other labor violations, and the agency considers joint employment
in hundreds of Investigations every year.
While we devote significant resources to enforcing labor standards in order to protect the rights of workers, we also have a commitment to

engage with and educate employers so they know about their responsibilities and can operate In compliance with the laws that we are tasked
to uphold. That's why today - consistent with that commitment - we've issued guidance on joint emplovment in the form of an administrator's
interpretation.
What Is joint employment?

in a nutshell, joint employment exists when a person is employed by two or more employers such that the employers are responsible, both
individually and jointly, for compliance with a statute.
The Fair Labor Standards Act and the Migrant and Seasonal Aqricuiturai Worker Protection Act share the same definition of employment.
This definition, which Includes "to suffer or permit to work," was written to have as broad an application as possible. Under these laws, it is
possible for a worker to be jointly employed by two or more employers who are both responsible, simultaneously, for compliance, it is a
longstanding principle under both the FLSA and MSPA that an employee can have two or more employers for the work that he or she is
performing.
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Is the frequency of joint employment situations increasing?

Yes. Economic forces and technological advancements have been changing the nature of work for a long time. As a result, more and more
businesses are changing their organizational and staffing models by, for instance, sharing employees or using third-party management
companies, independent contractors, staffing agencies or other labor providers. We often see these kinds of arrangements in the
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construction, agricultural, janitorial, distribution and logistics, staffing, and tiospitality industries. The growing variety and number of business
models and labor arrangements have made joint employment more common and our need to address it more pressing.
Last summer, for example, a federal court in Seattle sided with the department in ruling that DirecTV was a joint employer of the Installers
hired by its contractor, resulting in DirecTV paying $395,000 in back wages and damages for minimum wage and overtime violations. And in
October, we announced that J&J Snack Foods Corp. would pay $2.1 million in back wages and damages to temporary production line
workers hired by two staffing firms that J&J contracted with to provide labor.

Guidance to employers

As the fissured workplace continues to impact employment relationships, we will continue educating employers about their responsibilities.
Last year, we provided guidance on the misclassification of employees as independent contractors. The administrator's interpretation that we
issued today addresses who is an employer, pulling together relevant authorities - statutory provisions, regulations and case law - to provide
comprehensive guidance on joint employment under the FLSA and MSPA. The administrator's interpretation reflects existing policy, and

provides all stakeholders witti clear guidance, including examples of how WHD considers joint employment in its enforcement of these laws.
Upholding a fair day's pay for a fair day's work
As the workplace continues to fissure, and as employment relationships continue to become more tenuous and murky, we will continue to
identify where joint employment applies and to hold all employers responsible. This guidance provides the analysis that we at the Wage and
Hour Division use to make that determination. For employers. It can serve as a road map to compliance so that labor violations can be
prevented and workers will receive the hard-earned pay to which they are legally entitled.
Dr. David Weil is administrator of the department's Wage and Hour Division.
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Matthew Capece says'.
Januarv 20. 2016 at 2:58 pm

The construction industry is suffering from an epidemic of corrupt contractors using crooked subcontractors and labor brokers that
cheat workers out of wages and don't pay taxes and overtime. And it happens on large construction projects, including military bases,
universities, hospitals and skyscrapers. By cheating, corrupt contractors steal work from law-abiding employers and their employees.
Responsible employers and their employees need protection, and this guidance on joint employment helps get us there. Contractors
that respect the law and use law-abiding subcontractors have nothing to worry about with this guidance. Those that don't, should start
thinking about changing their ways.
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Uber drivers are being used by the rich uber company. Uber driver not even making minimum wages.They really don't care what driver
make.all they worry about their big amount. Every trip driver make they make $2.25.for safe ride.Driver make the safe trip.and another
thing there is no travel time for the driver.like some time driver drivers 15 to 20 mile to get the ride.But the rider just want to go .4
mile.so they will pay the driver $1.87.and they will charge the rider $2.25.for theirself .so I think labor department should check them
and fix these wrong things they r doing with drivers to make more business from people.
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How about Restaurants that hire valets through valet staffing companies? Would they qualify as joint employers under this analysis?
Unfortunately, we have found that many restaurant managements turn a blind eye to abuses that drivers endure at their establishments,
even after being Informed of the behavior by the press and advocate groups.
The valet managers themselves have been extremely evasive of DoL investigations over the years. They have developed a technique
of constantly refilling their companies under new LLCs .while keeping the same restaurants as clients and the same drivers as
employees. Sometimes they even keep the old company logo. They then claim to the investigators that the old company was shut down
and the case gets dropped. This has been going on for years.
if the DoL were to view these restaurant's as joint employers, the behavior would be easier to nail down and put a stop to.
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